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Introduction
7,117 languages are spoken in the world1
a big proportion of these languages are endangered, minority or lessresourced
recent focus on applying languageindependent approaches to various tasks in
natural language processing (NLP) and computational linguistics using artificial
intelligence
languagespecific tools are still essential to process a language in a viable way

1 Source: https://www.ethnologue.com/guides/how-many- languages
* Image source: https://ruder.io/unsupervised- cross- lingual- learning
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Kurdish Language
an IndoEuropean language
spoken by 2030 million speakers
spoken in many dialects and subdialects (dialects or languages?)
written in many scripts, among which the Latinbased and Arabicbased ones are
still widely in use

INDOEUROPEAN
WESTERN IRANIAN
NORTH
Median

ZazaGorani

Parthian

Gorani (hac)
Zazaki (zza)

Balochi
Laki (lki)

*

Kurdish (kur)

Southern (sdh)

Shabaki (sdb)

Central (ckb)
(Sorani)

Northern (kmr)
(Kurmanji)

Source: https://www.britannica.com/topic/Kurd
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▶

▶

▶

▶

doubleusage characters:  یfor î/y and و
for u/w
variations in some orthographies such as
l, ll or ł for [ì]
vowel i has no equivalent in the
Arabicbased orthography

Sina Ahmadi (NUIG)
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Ji ber barîna berfê li bajarê Wan û navçeya
Tetwan a Bedlîsê dîmenên ciwan derketin
holê.

Bergirî lem bwareda her le yekemîn rojekanî
damezrandinî komarî Turkyawe hate gořê.

Kurdish Language Processing Toolkit

[ckb-ar] [kmr-latn] [ckb-latn]

although Kurdish orthographies are
phonemic, there is not always a
onetoone relation between graphemes,
particularly due to:

وو

و

[kmr-ar]

▶

di sala 2020’an | 2020an | 2020an de
“in the year 2020”
hêviya, hêvîya or hêvî ya “hope of”?
٠١٢٣٤٥٦٧٨٩, ۰۱۲۳۴۵۶۷۸۹ or
0123456789?

رە
رو دەوران

[sdh-ar]

▶

ول ژ

[lki-ar]

using more than one script for a language,
not only scatters readers but also creates
further challenges in text processing
written in various orthographies following
different conventions
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Current state of Kurdish language processing (KLP)
the earliest works in the field of KLP date back to 2009
thus far, a total number of 53 publications are published in a field directly related
to KLP (as of August 2020)
two opensource volunteerbased projects:
▶
▶

Kurdish Language Processing Project (KLPP2 ) in 2012
Kurdish Basic Language Resource Kit (KurdishBLARK3 ) in 2014

a few number of nonscientific contributions

Opensource
Does the paper provide the discussed resource or tool under an opensource license?

Applicability
Does the paper, implicitly or explicitly, propose an approach or methodology that can
be applied to solve the same problem in the other dialects of Kurdish?
2 http://klpp.github.io/
3 https://kurdishblark.github.io/
Sina Ahmadi (NUIG)
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Current state of KLP

Number of publications
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Figure 2: Number of scientific publications directly related to Kurdish language processing per year

Figureper
1: Proportion
of publications
Figure: Number of scientific publications directly related to KLP
year and
field related to Ku

putational linguistics, we reviewed the scientific
publications that directly address an issue in those
fields. A total number of 53 publications are collected from the widely-used academic databases
and search engines such as Google Scholar5 , and
then classified based on their discussed sub-fields
which are illustrated in Figure 1. The Kurdish
dialects are not evenly discussed in the previous
studies, with Sorani making up a predominant proportion of almost 90%. Although a smaller proportion represents the Kurmanji dialect, no publication is found with respect to processing of the
Southern Kurdish or Laki dialects. Regarding the
research focus of the previous works, a range of
NLP sub-fields has been addressed, particularly in
text mining, morphological and syntactic analysis
and, creation of lexical resources. We exceptionally included optical character recognition as it is
Sina
(NUIG)
of importance
forAhmadi
converting
printed material to

• Applicability: Does the paper, implicitly or
explicitly, propose an approach or methodology that can be applied to solve the same
problem in the other dialects of Kurdish? For
the choice of the word, we were inspired
by (Årdal et al., 2011) where the possibility of applying common practices of software
development for drug discovery are investigated. For instance, (Ahmadi et al., 2019)
is deemed an applicable contribution where
lexicographical resources can be created for
other dialects. On the other hand, (Ahmadi,
2019) is not applicable to other dialects due
to its ad-hoc solution for transliterating Sorani texts according to its phonological and
phonetic rules.

verbs, Kurdish has a few number of around 300
single-word verbs (Walther and Sagot, 2010), e.g.

1998; Ka
uses obliq

most of these publications are applicable
kirdin/kirin “to do”, which are inflected based on
uses differ
person (1,2,3, SG, PL), tense (past, present, future),
tivity, ther
only 18 provide their resources or tools under an aspect
opensource
license
(indefinite, perfect,
progressive, imperfecand Salav
tive) and mood (indicative, subjunctive, condinominativ
among the opensource ones, 11 are outcomes KLPP
tional). and
UnlikeKurdishBLARK
Kurmanji, Sorani Kurdish does
other tens
not have future tense and uses adverbs for this
Not bei
Sorani makes up a predominant proportion of almost
publications
purpose.90%
However,of
Kurdish
extensively takes use
dish diale
of compound constructions for creating new verb
resourcefu
no publication addresses the processing of Southern
Laki
forms, Kurdish
particularly withor
(Noun
+ Verb), (Adjective
Kurmanji
+ Verb) and (Preposition + Verb) forms (Traida,
and press,
Kurdish still lacks basic language processing tools
such
as partofspeech
tagger,
2007).
For instance,
siław ‘hi (n)’, pîroz ‘holy’
document
(adj) and heł (verbal particle denoting ‘up’) with
such as e
stemmer, lemmatizer and so on
the single-word verb kirdin can respectively form
tah, 2000;
Figure 2 provides the number of previous pubcompound verbs siław kirdin “to greet”, pîroz
lications inKurdish
the Kurdish
language
processing
field
Language
Processing
Toolkit
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Current state of KLP: What is wrong?
Many projects overlap significantly, yet
none of them provide a solution under any
opensource license
▶

Stemming is addressed at least five times
[Jaff, 2014, Salavati and Ahmadi, 2018,
Mustafa and Rashid, 2018,
Saeed et al., 2018, Hawezi et al., 2019]

*
Some are hardly integrable or interoperable
▶

A largescale morphological lexicon and a partofspeech tagger for Kurdish within
the Alexina framework [Walther and Sagot, 2010, Walther et al., 2010]

Released in an unorganized manner for individual tasks
▶

Example: a transliteration tool for Kurdish [Ahmadi, 2019a]

Further progress is hindered in the field
Kurdish is still a lessresourced language

* Image source: https://www.aic.cuhk.edu.hk/web8/Reinventingthewheel.htm
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Kurdish Language Processing Toolkit (KLPT)
a basic but extendable language processing toolkit
an effort to standardize Kurdish language with all its dialects and scripts
implemented in Python
inspired by the functionality of relevant NLP toolkits, e.g. NLTK and spaCy
no external NLP library is used in this toolkit
composed of core modules for Sorani and
Kurmanji for the following tasks:
▶
▶
▶
▶
▶
▶
▶

text preprocessing
stemming
lemmatization
spelling error detection and correction
transliteration
morphological analyzer and generator
tokenization

it is opensource!
→ https://github.com/sinaahmadi/klpt
Sina Ahmadi (NUIG)
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for the preprocess module is imported from
preprocess.json. In addition, third-party
programs can be provided in bin. test and
docs respectively contain test cases and project
documentation. Regarding the latter, we use
Sphinx documentation generator12 .
It is worth noting that each module within the
klpt package has been previously studied and
evaluated separately. Our goal is to introduce the
functionality of the modules within the toolkit in
this section.

KLPT: Structure

no hardcoding

unify_numeral() is provided to convert
numerals, namely in Farsi (
),
Eastern Arabic (
) and Western Arabic (0123456789). Although we set the latter
as default for all scripts, users will have the
klpt
bin
data
ckb-morphemes.json
ckb_Hunspell.aff
ckb_Hunspell.dic
default-options.json
kmr-morphemes.json
kmr_Hunspell.aff
kmr_Hunspell.dic
lexicon_ckb_arab.json
lexicon_ckb_latn.json
lexicon_kmr_latn.json
preprocess.json
stopwords_kmr.txt
stopwords_ckb.txt
tokenize.json
transliterate.json

4.1 Preprocessfor other
easily extendable
keyboard layouts are specifically designed
dialects Many
and
tasks
for
Kurdish
where different character encoding are
assigned to visually-similar graphemes. In addi-

each package
tokeyboards,
a set such
tion to thecorresponds
usage of non-Kurdish
as Arabic,
Turkish and Persian keyboards, such
of related
tasks
diversity creates abnormality across texts in Kurdish of
writing.
Forcore
instance,
the grapheme (î/y),
composed
four
NLP
can be represented as (U+064A), (U+0649),
packages as(U+FEF2),
follows:(U+FEF1) and (U+06CC),
▶
▶

▶
▶

among which only the latter should be used in the
preprocess
Arabic-based script of Kurdish. Moreover, various
writing conventions are used for each dialect and
transliterate
script. For instance, in Kurmanji, when dates are
([Ahmadi,
2019a])
affixed with a morpheme, the suffix may be separated([Ahmadi,
by ’, - or without
any marker as in 2020’an,
stem
2020e])
2020-an and 2020an.
tokenize
([Ahmadi,
2020b,
To remedy such issues in an automatic and
structured2020c])
manner, the preprocess module
Ahmadi,
provides two main functions: normalize()
for normalizing encoding abnormalities by unifying characters in such a way that only one specific encoding is used for each grapheme and,

docs
klpt
__init__.py
configuration.py
preprocess.py
stem.py
tokenize.py
transliterate.py

test
setup.py
requirements.txt

Figure
https://www.sphinx-doc.org
Sina Ahmadi (NUIG)
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KLPT Packages: Preprocess
Goal: Handle diversities in scripts and orthographies in an automatic and formalized
way
1
normalize(): normalize text by unifying character encodings
▶

Example: the grapheme ( یU+06CC, î/y), may be represented as
( يU+064A), ( ىU+0649), ( ﻲU+FEF2) or ( ﻱU+FEF1)

2

standardize(): standardize scripts and orthographies by using writing
conventions based on dialects and scripts

3

unify_numeral(): convert Farsi, Eastern and Western Arabic numerals

Example
>>> from klpt.preprocess import Preprocess
>>> preprocessor = Preprocess("Sorani", "Arabic", numeral="Latin")
>>> preprocessor.normalize("دا١٩٥٠ ەﮐﺎﻧﯽ,)"ﻟە ﺳـــﺎ
دا1950 ەﮐﺎﻧﯽ,ﻟە ﺳﺎ
>>> preprocessor.standardize("ﺗەدا1)"راﺳﺘە ﻟەو وو
ﺗەدا1ڕاﺳﺘە ﻟەو و
>>> from klpt.transliterator import Transliterate
>>> transliterator = Transliterate("Kurmanji", "Latin", target_script="Arabic")
Sina Ahmadi (NUIG)
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KLPT Packages: Transliterate

transliterating the Arabicbased and Latinbased scripts of Kurdish to one
another, e.g.  → براbira ‘brother’
based on the rulebased approach of [Ahmadi, 2019a] which
▶

detects double usage characters

>>> from
import
Preprocess
▶ klpt.preprocess
predicts the presence
of the
missing i, a.k.a Bizroke
>>> preprocessor
Preprocess("Sorani",
numeral="Latin")
▶ finds the=syllabic
pattern of a given"Arabic",
word based
on Kurdish phonetics
>>> preprocessor.normalize("دا١٩٥٠ ەﮐﺎﻧﯽ,)"ﻟە ﺳـــﺎ
beneficial
to many
NLP tasks such as namedentity recognition
دا1950
ەﮐﺎﻧﯽ,ﺳﺎ
ﻟە
>>> preprocessor.standardize("ﺗەدا1)"راﺳﺘە ﻟەو وو
ﺗەدا1ڕاﺳﺘە ﻟەو و
Example
>>> from klpt.transliterator import Transliterate
>>> transliterator = Transliterate("Kurmanji", "Latin", target_script="Arabic")
>>> transliterator.transliterate("rojhilata navîn")
''رۆژھﻼﺗﺎ ﻧﺎﭬﯿﻦ
>>> from klpt.stem import Stem
>>> stemmer = Stem("Sorani", "Arabic")
>>> stemmer.check_spelling(")"ﺳﻮﺗﺎﻧﺪﺑﻮوت
False
Sina Ahmadi (NUIG)
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KLPT Packages: Stem
an annotated lexicon + morphological rules using Hunspell4 for:
>>> from▶klpt.preprocess
Preprocess
spelling error import
detection
and correction → also usable in
>>> preprocessor = Preprocess("Sorani", "Arabic", numeral="Latin")
LibreOffice
>>> preprocessor.normalize("دا١٩٥٠ ەﮐﺎﻧﯽ,)"ﻟە ﺳـــﺎ
▶ morphological
analyzer and generator
دا1950 ەﮐﺎﻧﯽ,ﺳﺎ
ﻟە
▶ stemmer
>>> preprocessor.standardize("ﺗەدا1وو
)"راﺳﺘە ﻟەو
ﺗەدا1ڕاﺳﺘە ﻟەو و

text editors such as

a rulebased lemmatization system

>>> from klpt.transliterator import Transliterate
based on [Ahmadi, 2020c, Ahmadi, 2020e]
>>> transliterator = Transliterate("Kurmanji", "Latin", target_script="Arabic")
>>> transliterator.transliterate("rojhilata navîn")
''رۆژھﻼﺗﺎ ﻧﺎﭬﯿﻦ

Example

>>> from klpt.stem import Stem
>>> stemmer = Stem("Sorani", "Arabic")
>>> stemmer.check_spelling(")"ﺳﻮﺗﺎﻧﺪﺑﻮوت
False
>>> stemmer.correct_spelling(")"ﺳﻮﺗﺎﻧﺪﺑﻮوت
(' 'ﺳﻮوﺗﺎﻧﺪ,' 'ﺳﻮوﺗﺎﻧﺪن,' 'ﺳﻮوﺗﺎﻧﺪت,')'ﺳﻮوﺗﺎﻧﺪﺑﻮوت
>>> stemmer.stem(")"ﺳﻮوﺗﺎﻧﺪﺑﻮوت
(''ﺳﻮوت,)
>>> stemmer.analyze(")"دﯾﺘﺒﺎﻣﻦ
{'pos': 'verb', 'is': 'past_intransitive', 'stem': ''دی, ‘verb_stem': ''دﯾﺖ,
'terminal_suffix': '}'ﺑﺎﻣﻦ
4 http://hunspell.github.io
>>>
from klpt.tokenize import Tokenize
# Tokenize
module(NUIG)
Sina Ahmadi
Kurdish Language Processing Toolkit
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>>> from klpt.transliterator import Transliterate
KLPT
Packages:
Tokenize
>>> transliterator
= Transliterate("Kurmanji",
"Latin", target_script="Arabic")
>>> transliterator.transliterate("rojhilata navîn")
''رۆژھﻼﺗﺎ ﻧﺎﭬﯿﻦ

detect word and sentence boundaries → a non trivial task:

>>> from
import
Stem
▶ klpt.stem
orthographic
inconsistencies,
e.g. how compounds words are separated?
>>> stemmer
=
Stem("Sorani",
"Arabic")
▶ excessive concatenation, e.g. ( لەوێشدایەlewêşdaye) “(it) is also there” is written as a
>>> stemmer.check_spelling(")"ﺳﻮﺗﺎﻧﺪﺑﻮوت
word but is composed of five tokens le, wê, ş, da, ye
False
>>> stemmer.correct_spelling(")"ﺳﻮﺗﺎﻧﺪﺑﻮوت
split a text into sentences or tokens
(' 'ﺳﻮوﺗﺎﻧﺪ,' 'ﺳﻮوﺗﺎﻧﺪن,' 'ﺳﻮوﺗﺎﻧﺪت,')'ﺳﻮوﺗﺎﻧﺪﺑﻮوت
identify compound forms such as karûbar (wordandload) “affaires”
>>> stemmer.stem(")"ﺳﻮوﺗﺎﻧﺪﺑﻮوت
based on the [Ahmadi, 2020b]’s approach using a morphological analyzer and a
(''ﺳﻮوت,)
>>> stemmer.analyze(")"دﯾﺘﺒﺎﻣﻦ
lexicon
{'pos': 'verb', 'is': 'past_intransitive', 'stem': ''دی, ‘verb_stem': ''دﯾﺖ,
'terminal_suffix': '}'ﺑﺎﻣﻦ
Example
>>> from klpt.tokenize import Tokenize
# Tokenize module
>>> tokenizer = Tokenize("Kurmanji", "Latin")
>>> tokenizer.word_tokenize("endamên encûmena wezîrên")
['▁endam▁ên', '▁encûmen▁a', '▁wezîr▁ên']
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Conclusion
Lessons learned:
▶

▶

▶

▶

release your project under an open source license → essential to ensure gradual
but efficient progress in resource and technology development for a lessresourced
language
communitydriven initiatives: bring together users, developers, researchers,
language activists and policy makers
⋆ Vejîn Books (https://books.vejin.net/en)
⋆ Vejîn Dictionaries (https://lex.vejin.net/en)
raise awareness by promoting good practices in content creation on the Web,
particularly collaborativelycurated resources such as Wiktionary5 and Wikipedia6
every single user is a contributor too

Future directions:
▶
▶
▶

promote the usage of KLPT in the Kurdish communities
create a community of developers and linguists for KLP
extend the current version of KLPT to include further advanced tasks

5 https://en.wiktionary.org
6 https://www.wikipedia.org/
Sina Ahmadi (NUIG)
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Join KLPT

*

https://github.com/sinaahmadi/klpt

* Image credit: Milad Ghaderpanah
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